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692ND ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING, 

HELD IN COMMITTEE ROOM B, THE CENTRAL HALL, 

WEST:\1JNSTER, S.W.l, ON ~10NDAY, DECEMBER 6TH, 1926. 

AT 4.30 P.M. 

DR. JAMES w. THIRTLE, M.R.A.S., IN THE CHAIR. 

The Minutes of the previous Meeting were iead, confirmed, and signed, 
and the HoN. SECRETARY announced the following elections since the last 
Meeting :-As Members: Dr. T. E. Nuttall, F.G.S., the Rev. S. B. Rohold, 
F.R.G.S., Thomas Fitzgerald, Esq.; and as Associates: The Rev. George 
Jones, Mrs. Duff Watson, W. A. Delevingne, Esq. (late I.C.S.), and the 
Rev. J,~. J. Nash, M.A. 

Before the formal proceedings were begun, the CHAIRMAN announced, 
with regret, the decease of Professor Edouar,l Naville of Geneva, a Vice
President of the Institute, and one who had contributed valuable papers 
to the Society. The audience signified their respect for the deceased by 
rising in their places, on the proposal of the Chairnmn. 

The CHAIRMAN introduced Professor J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S., 
to read his paper on "Evolution and Revelation." He described the 
Lecturer as a gentleman of altogether exceptional scientific attainments, 
one who had made contributions of material importance to most recent 
developments of \Vireless Telegraphy and Radiography. 

EVOLUTION AND REVELATION. 

By PROFESSOR J. A. FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. 

IT can hardly be denied that in the last half-century, or even 
less, a very great change has taken place in the attitude of 
the public mind towards scientific speculations on the 

great problems of the beginnings of the material Universe, and 
the origin of the human race. At the earlier point of that period 
popular thought and opinions on these matters were very widely 
based on time-honoured interpretations of statements in the 
earlier chapters of the book of Genesis, and any attempt to modify 
them was esteemed impious and dangerous. 

At the present time the pendulum has swung to a large extent 
in the opposite direction. The immense practical achievements 
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of scientific research and invention have given an authority 
and weight to scientific hypotheses and theories which is some
times in excess of that justified by ascertained facts. Popular 
expositions have familiarized most persons with the ideas covered 
by the term Evolution, but have not always been careful to point 
out where actual knowledge ends and speculation or hypothesis 
begin. At the same time, another influence has come into 
operation which has tended to weaken the authority of that 
ancient and revered literature we call the Bible, and that is the 
gradual diffusion of ideas regarding it which have resulted from 
a purely literary treatment commonly called the higher criticism. 
It is difficult to justify the term "higher," and some of it might 
perhaps more aptly be termed destructive criticism. 

It is unquestionable that the collection of Hebrew and Jewish 
writings collectively termed the Bible, and deeply felt by untold 
multitudes to be not solely the product of human intelligence, 
has exercised an inexpressibly great influence upon our race. 
There must be something very peculiar and unique about a 
collection of writings emanating from one small family of man
kind, which has made it possible and urgent to translate it into 
every language spoken on this earth, to circulate it by millions, 
and publish vast libraries of other books expounding it and enforc
ing its teaching. It is a literature which has caused the sacrifice 
of countless lives of the best of the human race in defence of the 
right to possess it, read and distribute it, and which excites in its 
readers either the greatest reverence and attachment, or else 
indifference or a version. 

This collection of books is in itself a phenomenon, and one 
that is a continual challenge to mankind to explain. There 
are in fact three closely connected problems which perpetually 
present themselves to the human intelligence and pressingly 
invite to a serious study of them. The first of these is the origin 
of, and source of, the order in the material Universe ; the second 
is the true origin, nature and destiny of the human race, pre
dominant now over all other races of living beings on the earth ; 
and the third great problem_ is the origin and source of power 
of this unique literature, the Bible. 

The welfare of the human race is essentially bound up with a 
study of, and obedience to, the resistless uniformities and in
rnriable processes we call the laws of Nature, and, speaking 
generally, this study is embraced in the term Science. At the 
same time, innumerable facts proclaim that human beings are 
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something more than mere masses of organic matter controlled 
by chemical or physical laws, or even intelligent animals, and 
that the well-being and progress of the human race is inseparably 
connected with the development and nourishment of certain 
ethical and spiritual faculties which especially <listingnish the 
human from the animal races. \Yhere that is neglected or pre
vented moral decay invariably S()ts in, and a disintegration 
which affects the very foundations of the structure of human 
society. 

It is, however, an unquestionable ·thing that the unaided 
intellect of man-who has been able by his astronomy to plumb 
the vast abysses of stellar space, and by his microscopes and 
physics to explore the infinitely small things of nature, even 
to the structure of atoms-finds a far more <lifficult problem 
in the mystery of his own nature and origin, and the origin and 
mode of production of that physical Universe he is able to examine. 
So far as he has been able to find answers to these questions, 
the explanations to which he has been led by the light of his own 
unassisted reason seem to be at variance with the answers given 
to them in the books we collectively call the Bible, which in 
other respects makes such a powerful and authoritative appeal 
to the deep-seated convictions of human nature. As the con
clusions arrived at on these problems of origin have important 
consequences in reference to religious beliefs, ethical standards, 
and objects of human pursuit, little excuse is required for making 
a brief re-examination of their relative validity. 

The majority of persons take their opinions on difficult subjects 
ready-made from those they deem special authorities, and hence, 
when once a certain view of a subject has been broadcast and 
widely accepted as the right or fashionable one, it is very difficult 
to secure an unbiassed reconsideration of it. 

At the present time one very generally accepted opinion as to 
the origin of the physical Universe and of the human race is 
that it has been brought about by an Agency called Evolution. 
The term Evolution is generally used to imply a gradual develop
ment from the simple to the complex, or from the general to the 
specialized, form as contrasted with sudden creation. But 
it seems also to be employed by some writers as a term to denote 
an active operative cause, in such phrases as Evolution does so 
and so, Evolution has produced an eye, or an ear, or a brain. 
If the word Evolution is taken to be a name for a Process, it 
js one which is convenient and unobjectionable ; if, however, 
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it is used to connote a producing Agency, impersonal, self-acting 
and sufficient by itself as an explanation of the countless com
plexities of Nature, then it is wrongly employed. To say that 
Evolution alone has produced a highly specialized organ such 
as an eye or ear, with obvious design, adaptation, and purpose, 
is as much nonsense as to say that the spontaneous action of 
pieces of wood or metal has produced a photographic camera 
-0r an electric telephone. 

It is perfectly admissible to contend that Evolution in the first 
sense of the term, viz., a gradual development, is the method of 
creation, but the thesis we shall attempt to uphold in this short 
paper is that even then it does not dispense with the necessity 
for a perpetually active Directive Intelligence, but, on the 
contrary, all Growth requires Guidance, and the ultimate sources 
of both Growth and Evolution are the thought and will of an 
ever-acting Supreme Divine Intelligence, and not impersonal, 
un-self-conscious energies or forces. In short, this physical 
Universe is a Thought rather than a Thing, and Thought implies 
and necessitates a Thinker. 

Let us then consider some of the matters on which modern 
views are supposed to contradict older opinions in the light 
of ascertained scientific knowledge. The book of Genesis opens 
with the statement, "In the beginning God created the heaven 
and the earth." That assertion implies that if we could go far 
enough back in time we should arrive at events which were 
not the mere physical or natural consequences of a previously 
existing state, but that there was a discontinuity due to operations 
by a self-conscious Power quite independent of the Universe of 
things. In opposition to this view, the opinion has not un
,commonly been held that the physical Universe never had a 
beginning, or, at any rate, that we cannot ascertain its origin 
beyond attributing it, in Herbert Spencer's phrase, to some 
Unknowable First Cause, or that, in any case, it is, philosophic
.ally speaking, not more difficult to admit an uncreated infinite 
past duration for the Universe of things than to admit it for a 
Creator. The question really is: Are we to look for the Final 
Cause of all things to a Thought in a Mind not our own, or to a 
self-ordering quality in that external Universe which is the cause 
of thought in our minds 1 There are, however, some arguments 
which can be presented in support of the opinion that there 
must have been a beginning, or even many beginnings, to the 
physical Universe, in the sense that events then took place which 
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were not the result of physical or biological agencies now m 
-0peration but to some Cause entirely different. 

Our examination of this physical Universe has led us to see 
that there are apparently four actualities corresponding to four 
fundamental concepts in our own minds, which a more searching 
analysis has reduced perhaps to two. These four are Matter, 
Energy, Space, Time. Without attempting to give definitions 
which shall satisfy a critical philosophy, we can for present pur
poses define Matter as the permanent source of our sensations, 
or perceptions ; we can feel it, see it, smell it, etc. All changes 
in Matter involve something called Energy. Thus, if a mass of 
matter is set in motion, whether as a whole or by vibration of 
its atoms, we have to bestow energy to it. All phenomena in 
Nature involve changes in the form of energy, and all transforma
tions of energy take place by exact numerical equivalents. 
We have learnt by experience that we can neither create nor 
destroy Energy or Matter. Hence they are said to be conserved, 
and the conservation of Energy and of Matter are the fundamental 
laws of physics and chemistry. Nevertheless, all energy is 
not in a form in which it is available for further transforma
tions. At each transformation some energy passes into the 
form of diffused low-temperature heat, and is then non-available. 
This principle was called by Lord Kelvin the Dissipation of 
Energy. 

If, then, the laws of Conservation and Dissipation of Energy 
hold good for the whole physical Universe, we can at once conclude 
that it is not infinite in past-duration, but had a beginning, since 
if there can be no spontaneous production of energy, and if all 
changes involve dissipation of Energy, then, if it had been infinite 
in past-duration, all the energy would long ago have passed 
into the form of universally diffused low-temperature heat. But 
it has not done so. Hence these laws imply not only that the 
physical Universe had a beginning, but that it had a Source 
from which this Energy was originally derived-in other words, 
it had a Creator. This argument will hold good even if Matter 
~an be converted into Energy. 

Another argument might perhaps be derived from the rotational 
Energy in the Universe. All the masses of matter on a large 
scale in stellar space are, as far as we can find, in rotation. Our 
earth revolves on its axis, and revolves round the sun. The 
satellites all revolve round the planets. The sun revolve3 on 
its axis. Binary stars revolve round each other. Now it is a 
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fundamental principle of dynamics that a body cannot change 
its own angular momentum, or moment of momentum, by 
actions inside itself ; it can only be done by some external torque 
or twisting force acting on it. All the stars we have been able 
to measure are found to be in motion, and the inference is that 
the stellar Universe as a whole may have a resultant angular 
momentum, or rotational energy. But it cannot have imparted 
this to itself. There must have been some event in the far past 
of the nature of a beginning at which this rotational energy was 
imparted to it from an external source. 

When we pass from the consideration of purely physical to 
biological processes, ,ve find in the same way scientific arguments 
for a beginning. All living things, animals and plants, are built 
up of small units called cells, and the cell in its simplest form 
is a small mass of material called protoplasm. This substance 
has four properties or powers, (i) spontaneous motion, (ii) absorp
tion of suitable nutriment from some surrounding medium, 
(iii) growth or increase of some kind and (iv) sub-division or multi
plication constituting reproduction. In other words, Motion, 
Nourishment, Growth, and Reproduction, or Generation, are the 
characteristic properties of living substance. In the majority 
of cases the cell has the power of surrounding itself with non
living material, and the interior usually comprises a very com
plicated structure called the nucleus. 

If a cell of living protoplasm has an electric shock administered 
to it, or is exposed to too high a temperature, it becomes" dead," 
that is, loses its above-named specific qualities. No one at 
present knows exactly what change then takes place in it when 
it passes from the living to the dead state. Furthermore, the 
most elaborate researches have not shown us how we can produce 
living protoplasm from non-living or dead matter. The most 
assured result is that every living organism has been produced 
only by a previously living organism. All attempts to proYe 
or produce spontaneous generation have failed. 

Rigorous research epitomizes itself in the maxim Ornne vivum, 
ex vivo. Hence the production of living matter involved a 
" beginning " of some kind, in that it was not the result of mere 
physical and chemical actions. To say that if we went far 
enough back in time we might find the conditions under which 
organic but non-living matter passed into living matter, is pure 
speculation and hypothesis ; the verdict of scientific research 
at present is that it is not possible for us to do it now, and that 
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it does not happen spontaneously at present. Therefore, the 
Life in the Universe, like the Energy, involved a beginning and 
a Causative Agent. 

But there is a third manifestation in the Universe which 
indicates strongly the action not merely of a Causative Agent 
but of a Supreme Intelligence, and that is the Order presented 
in it. The free interaction of merely physical forces produces 
only the greatest possible disorder. In a volume of gas such 
as our atmosphere, the free collisions of molecules cause the 
motions of all of them to be distributed i~ every possible direction 
and with every possible speed-some fast, some slow. 

If at any time we could find gas atoms in an enclosed vessel 
moving all with equal speed in the same direction, we should 
consider it called for careful examination as to the reason of 
it. The pebbles on a beach rubbing together and dashed by the 
waves are of all possible shapes and sizes and arranged in the 
greatest possible disorder. If we were to find them arranged in 
regular heaps all of the same size and increasing by regular 
increments from heap to heap, nothing would persuade the most 
ignorant person that this orderly arrangement was the result 
of chance. 

The trees in a forest or jungle present the greatest disorder 
in size, species and position. If we find some long avenue of 
trees of all the same kind arranged at regular intervals, the 
deduction would be irresistible that this was not the result of 
mere physical agencies, but of an intelligent order-making mind. 

The result of our examination of all parts of Nature is to reveal 
a marvellous order, and numerical relation or inter-connec
tion. This is nowhere more apparent than in studies of atomic 
structure made of late years. All the different materials we 
know are built up of collections of some 88 different kinds of 
atoms, and these last of groupings of two kinds of particles of 
electricity called protons and electrons. The atoms are con
structed on the pattern of the solar system-a nucleus or sun 
with revolving planets or electrons. The simplest atom is 
that of Hydrogen, which consists of 1 proton and 1 electron in 
revolution round each other. The next in order is the Helium 
atom, with a nucleus of 4 protons and 2 electrons tightly bound 
together, and 2 planetary electrons revolving round it. Thus 
we go up step by step until we reach the atom of Uranium, with 
a bulky nucleus built up of 238 protons and 146 electrons, and 
a family of 92 planetary electrons circulating round it. 

C 
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When we find articles of human manufacture, such as screws, 
or wire, or other things, made only in definite and regularly 
progressive sizes, we are convinced that this can only be the 
result of intelligent design. Those objects in Nature which 
arise from the action of physical or biological impersonal agencies, 
such as the size of hailstones or leaves on a tree, exhibit no such 
accurate similarity or regular progression, though a general 
likeness may be apparent. 

The atom has all the appearance of being a manufactured 
article, to use a phrase of Sir John Herschel, and a standardized 
manufactured article implies a manufacturer controlling manu
facture. Hence the Order, no less than the Energy and the 
Life in the Universe, give us powerful proof that there has been 
for each a beginning which must be traced up as a final step to 
a Supreme Intelligence and Creative Power. 

That observed Order cannot be regarded as simply the creation 
or projection of our own minds. We ourselves, as intelligent 
beings, possess the power of order-making in various depart
ments of activity, and we can therefore recognize order and dis
order in the work of others like ourselves. In the Universe, 
in parts of it beyond our control, we also recognize an Order, 
and as that is recognizable only by virtue of thought in us, it 
must be the product of Thought beyond and above us, due to an 
Intelligence not ourselves. 

But it is clear that not only have there been "beginnings" to 
fundamental things, but there has been a gradual development 
in progressive stages. Nothing of all that we can see makes, or 
has made, its appearance fully formed at once and suddenly. 

We have to distinguish, however, two different developments. 
There is first that of the individual, whether animal, vegetable, 
or inorganic body, which we call, properly, Growth. Then there 
is the production of definite varieties of complicated structures 
or individuals by gradual changes, and to this latter process, 
as far as it exists, the term Evolution is commonly applied. 

It is unnecessary to give more than a few moments' attention 
to the familiar subject of Growth. As regards forms of animal 
life in the initial stages, there is such close resemblance that 
it is difficult for a skilled observer to predict the ultimate result. 
In every germ cell or vegetable seed there is, however, unques
tionably some pattern-producing power latent. The plant 
draws supplies of material from the atmosphere and the soil which 
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are built up into the most diverse forms and into organic com
pounds of great complexity, and yet constitutional difference, 
such as quinine, caffeine, india-rubber, indigo or sugar. That 
atoms of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, sulphur and nitrogen should 
thus spontaneously marshal themselves into complex molecules 
is unthinkable. The animal ovum in the same manner, given 
its proper nutriment, has a fixed law of development within 
certain well-defined limits, and builds up forms of living being 
constant to type. 

The objection has always been raised that to divert even an 
atom from the path in which it is being urged by physical forces 
due to attractions or repulsions of other atoms, requires an 
expenditure of energy, and, therefore, that any such directional 
or guiding action would involve a violation of the law of Con
servation of Energy. But there are ways in which guidance 
can be exercised so as to create order without any violation of 
that Law. 

Imagine a large funnel full of coloured beads, and let the funnel 
lead into a perfectly flexible, frictionless pipe. Suppose the 
funnel held up at a high level and the beads allowed to fall under 
gravity down the pipe, they would make a disorderly heap on 
the floor and at the same time convert the potential energy of 
the elevated beads into its equivalent in low-temperature heat 
when they strike the floor. Next, let an intelligent person 
take hold of the flexible tube and bend i.t so as to guide each 
bead as it falls into a certain place on the floor depending on its 
colour. A bead pattern exhibiting an order might thus be formed 
on the floor in place of a disorderly heap, yet there would have 
been no violation of the law of Conservation of Energy. 

It is therefore permissible to take the view that the power 
latent in every germinal cell or seed of development or growth, 
according to type, r,annot be wholly due to impersonal agencies, 
but is a continual rnanifestation of Thought and Will which are 
attributes not of thrngs but of Mind. This principle, that Growth 
requires Guidance, may be, and most probably is, operative in 
the inanimate things of Nature as well as in the animate. 

Our astronomy has made us cognizant that stars, no less than 
vegetables and animals, have a growth and a life-history, a 
birth, maturity and decay. Our large telescopes show us in 
the nebulie vast masses of incandescent gas being whirled in 
spirals and condensing round one or more centres into infant 
suns. It has been shown that as such an incandescent mass 

c2 
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radiates light and heat, it first becomes hotter in itself and not 
cooler, then by degrees it contracts and cools, and finally ends 
by becoming a dark and invisible mass. A distinction is now 
made between so-called giant stars, which are enormous masses 
of incandescent gas of small density, and so-called dwarf stars 
which are den.se and small. The giant stars are in the first 
vigour of gaseous youth and activity, the dwarfs are the ancient 
ones in a state approaching senile decay. 

No one, however, who possesses the smallest powers of serious 
thought can have looked at the starry heavens in open country 
on a clear night, with even a small knowledge of astronomical 
science, without asking himself the questions : How comes it 
to pass that this Universe has developed along the lines on which 
we see it has ? Is it by the merely fortuitous action of physical 
forces? Is it the only possible Universe, or can it be the product 
merely of a chance concourse of atoms ? It is a mighty maze. 
Is it without a plan ? It is perfectly certain that it has not 
always been as we see it now, and that the changes from simple 
to complex have been gradual, and therefore that Evolution, 
in the proper sense of the word, has been operative. To say, 
however, that Evolution alone has produced it or guided it to 
its present condition is equivalent to attributing to Matter a 
self-arranging power, to bestow upon it the qualities of Mind, 
and to make a creative deity out of that which is merely the 
name for an observed process or effect. 

The Biblical idea is infinitely more satisfying and sufficient, 
in that it places the source of the thought-stimulating or thought
generating power which the external world has upon our intel
ligence in a Supreme and Independent Intelligence, which is not 
identical either with ours nor identical with the external world 
in a pantheistic sense. 

The objection which scepticism has always raised to this 
view is, that we have no experience of mind or thought except 
in association with a complex material-organism called brain, 
and that when the human brain is injured or defective the think
ing power or intelligence is to that degree also injured, and when 
the brain is destroyed the thinking power seems to disappear. 
Without attempting any discussion of this psychophysical 
parallel, as it is called, it may be sufficient to say that we are 
unable to find the foundations for a sound philosophy except 
by recognizing a distinction between Object and Subject, 
between a thing perceived and a perceiving personality. The 
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brain is the instrument of thought, but it is not m itself the 
Thinker. 

The distinction is closely analogous to that between the musician, 
his musical instrument and the music. The musician is limited 
in the music he can produce by the perfection or imperfection 
of his musical instrument. If this last is injured beyond a 
certain point he can produce no music, but if he is given another 
instrument he can make music, perhaps even better than before. 
The instrument, however perfect, can make no music by itself. 

May we not then say that the whole 'material creation is the 
brain of the Supreme Thinker ? It is that by which He manifests 
His Thought to subordinate thinkers such as ourselves, but the 
creation is not to be identified or confused with the Creator. 
If then we see that changes in the Universe take place in general 
very slowly and not by sudden jumps, we may be entitled to say 
that Evolution is the method of creation, but we are not entitled 
to elevate Evolution into the position of a self-acting creative 
deity. 

The battle concerning Evolution and Creation has always 
been most fiercely fought in connection with the subject of biology, 
and especially the production of animal and vegetable species. All 
forms of animal and vegetable life are grouped into subdivisions 
according to form and structure. The smallest group which 
propagates true to one form or type is called a species, and for 
the most part these species are very distinct from each other. 
Nine times over in the first chapter of the book of Genesis it 
says of animals and plants they are to propagate "after his 
kind" or "after their kind," as indicating a production and 
preservation of distinct life-forms. It is, however, a familiar 
experience that the progeny of one pair or the successors of one 
plant differ slightly whilst otherwise generally similar. We can 
by cross-breeding or cross-fertilization create varieties some
times very diverse, as in dahlias, roses, pigeons and dogs, etc., 
but there is a limit beyond which we cannot go, and, if the parents 
differ much, as in the case of the horse and ass, the progeny is 
sterile. The question, then, which has for a century or more been 
keenly debated is : How did these different animal and vegetable 
species arise ? Did an elephant, or a giraffe, or tiger make its 
first appearance quite suddenly in a place where it was not a 
moment before, and continue ever after to breed " after their 
kind," or have these species arisen by very gradual changes from 
few and primal forms or even one form of primitive,life ? 
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Speculations such as those of Lamarck, Erasmus Darwin 
and others, on the production of species did not obtain wide 
acceptance, but in 1859 Charles Darwin published his book on 
The Origin of Species, which at once opened a new era. Darwin's 
theory, briefly explained, was as follows : There is an enormous 
fertility amongst the majority of animals and plants. A single 
fish may lay a million eggs, or even many million, and the same 
of insects of some species. The means of subsistence are, how
ever, limited and often difficult to obtain. Hence arises a struggle 
for existence. Accordingly the slight variation in the progeny 
of a single pair renders some of them better adapted to their 
surroundings and better able to obtain the necessary food ; 
they survive and procreate, and the rest and majority die off. 

Darwin's theory of the survival of the fittest and of a natural 
selection was eagerly taken up by a number of biologists as an 
explanation of the origin of species. It was, and is, supported 
in some cases by finding intermediate forms of animals gradually 
leading up to specialized forms, as in the case of the horse. In 
course of time objections began to appear to this theory, and it was 
seen that much can be said against it. It would, however, be 
quite impossible in the short limits of this paper to summarize 
even in the briefest manner the arguments for and against the 
Darwinian theory of the origin of species, or the modifications 
of it such as that associated with the name of Mendel. 

Although most of our eminent naturalists express their belief 
that some form of Evolution has governed the development of 
living beings as against sudden creation, there is also a very 
widely spread conviction that this theory of Evolution is in
sufficient, taken by itself, to explain everything. That this 
opinion is gaining ground is evident from statements by some 
eminent naturalists. At the meeting of the British Association 
at Oxford during this year (1926), Professor H. F. Osborn, in 
discussing " The Problem of the Origin of Species as it appeared 
to Darwin in 1859 and as it appears to-day," said, "The word 
' creation ' must certainly be linked with the word ' evolution ' 
to express in human language the age-long origin of species. 
Were Darwin alive to-day he would be the first to modify the 
speculations and conclusions of 1859." 

The animal and vegetable kingdoms present themselves to 
us, not as a disorderly collection of species, but as an harmonious 
whole in relation to each other, and especially in relation to the 
human race dominant over both. The animal and vegetable 
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kingdoms are in many respects complementary to each other. 
The oxygen of the air is necessary to maintain animal life, but 
the products of animal respiration, viz. carbon-dioxide, are 
inspired by vegetation-the carbon is fixed and, as oxygen, 
returned to the air. 

What process of mere Evolution can have given us the count
less products of vegetable life, such as quinine, nux vomica, 
salicine, morphia, and the great range of natural drugs which 
minister to human requirements? Without india-rubber, gutta
percha, petrol, paraffin, alcohol, sugar, and innumerable products 
of vegetation, modern human requirements could not have been 
met. How is it that these substances have appeared in corre
spondence to human wants ? 

In the same manner the products .or functions of animals 
susceptible of domestication are far in excess of ther own needs 
for survival in the struggle for self-existence. There are a large 
number of facts and arguments which show that the theory of 
natural selection and survival under the pressure of self-pre
servation is not sufficient to account for relations of a special and 
useful character between the animals and plants and between 
these and humanity as we now find them. No theory of natural 
selection will explain, for instance, the beauty of the external 
world, the immense varieties of its flowers, trees, vegetation and 
animals, or its inorganic beauty, its sunrises and sunsets, moun
tains, seas and clouds, all harmoniously related to each other 
and to human needs. It is clear, then, that Evolution as well 
as individual growth requires Guidance, although there may be 
a certain mechanism at work in the production of the variety. 
A special machinery may have been devised which operates 
according to certain regular laws in the production of species, 
but its working has been controlled by a Directive Power which 
views the single event in relation to the whole. 

Then, in conclusion, we must briefly consider the theory of 
Evolution in relation to the human race. 

Many of the biologists who have accepted an Evolutionary 
theory for the production of animal and vegetable species have 
gone on to apply it in an unrestricted manner to the evolution 
of the human race. • 

They maintain that just as the anthropoid apes have been 
evolved by natural selection from lower forms of mammals, 
so the genus homo sapiens, or intelligent man, has likewise arisen 
by Evolut.ion from some form of anthropoid or_simian ancestor. 
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The search for intermediate stages of development has therefore 
been ardently C:)nducted, and a few, but very few, fragments of 
skeletons have- been found which are held to support this theory. 

It is of course impossible to deny the general similarity of 
bodily structure in the anthropoid apes and in man. Nor is it 
possible to deny the possession by the higher animals of self
consciousness, memory, a certain degree of intelligence in adapta
tion of means to an end, in addition to the wonderful instinctive 
acts which characterize them. 

On the other hand there are marked differences between them 
and the lowest of the prehistoric types of men of whose works 
any evidence remains. The chief characteristic of homo sapiens, 
or rational man, is his self-educative power and progressive 
intelligence. 

Though some animals can be taught to do non-natural acts 
in imitation of human beings, no animal would teach these 
things to itself or continue to practise them when left alone. 
No animal by itself has ever been known to produce fire for 
warmth or cooking, construct a tool, plant and cultivate edible 
vegetables or grain, decorate its person or dress, or make drawings 
of other contemporary animals, yet these were all achievements 
of human beings in such prehistoric ages that we have no record 
of the first accomplishment. The usual evolutionary theory 
of this is, that man "acquired" a larger brain, began to live 
on the ground in place of trees, formed social communities in 
self-defence, and so on. Intelligence is not, however, necessarily 
proportional to size of brain. The intelligence of ants and even 
other insects seems quite on the level of that of many of the larger 
mammals. 

Also, if the brain is the mere instrument for the manifestation 
of thought and not, taken alone, its producing agency, we seem 
bound to admit for animals a certain immaterial psychical 
possession or power which is the controlling and guiding agency 
in bodily activity. If this is so, then that which distinguishes 
man from the brute is not merely the possession of a more highly 
organized brain, but of a higher form or type of psyche, or soul, 
or hyper-material endowment of self-conscious, thinking per
sonality. 

There is no evidence whatever that the few fragmentary 
bony remains which have been found, called by anthropologists 
Eoanthropus, Pithecanthropus, Homo heidelbergensis, N eander
thal man, Homo rhodesiensis, etc., all of them very imperfect 
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remains, had the progressive human type of intelligence rather 
than the static animal or anthropoid-ape type. We have no 
means of knowing how far we are justified in calling these remains 
the evidences of an evolutionary transition from apes to man. 
Even leading biologists admit the uncertain, questionable charac
ter of much of the evidence for the existence of such transition. 

The evidence that we do possess is much more consistent 
with the view that there ·was a "beginning" or creation, as 
asserted in the first chapter of Genesis, of the psychical or rational 
man by the bestowment of some special super-material endow
ment, or soul, which justified the use of the phrase" in the image 
-of God created He him." 

It is the psyche which is the true seat or source of the thinking 
power or intelligence. If we deny this proposition, then we are 
forced to admit that mere collocations of atoms of matter in 
a certain form called brain-tissue can become conscious of their 
own existence and possess originative or ordering power. But, 
as we all know, there are two accounts of the Creation of Man 
-in the book of Genesis. The higher critics have adopted a view 
which originated with Astruc in 1753, that the book of Genesis 
-is a patchwork of narratives by various authors and editors 
which are distinguished amongst other things by different names 
for the Supreme Being, translated in our Authorized Version, 
God, Lord God, The Almighty. It would be quite beyond the 
limits of this short essay to discuss this theory. Those who 
wish to know what can be said against it may be referred to a 
little book by a Dutch theologian, Dr. A. Troelstra, on The Name 
of God in the Pentateuch, translated into English by Canon E. 
McClure (S.P.C.K.). 

The higher critics would, however, assert that the Biblical 
account of the creation of the Adamic race in the second chapter 
of Genesis is a mere variant by a different author or authors of 
the account in the first chapter. The evolutionist would assert 
that neither of them are to be taken as literally true, and that 
man originated by natural processes of evolution from the anthro
poid apes. But it is necessary then to explain from this latter 
point of view how the human being acquired that feeling or 
intuition that physical death is not the end of his personal 
existence. The burial customs of even prehistoric times bear 
witness to this almost universal conviction, 

Again, the theory of Evolution affords no clue to the origin 
,of that almost universal human idea that ther_e is a Supreme 
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Personal Controlling Power in the Universe, and that human 
conduct has to be harmonized with its commands. Even in the 
debased forms of polytheism and idolatry we have evidence of 
a decayed or distorted remnant of this instinct or intuition. 
Further, there does not seem to be any sufficient proof that merely 
tribal interests have produced by evolution that moral sense and 
conscience which weighs up actions and employs the terms 
" right " and " wrong " with regard to them. 

Those tremendous words, God, Immortality, Duty, had a 
significance for mankind from earliest ages, but the theory 
of the ape-origin of man affords no clue to the reason for it. 
The evolutionary theory pays at:;rntion chiefly to the material 
development of brain and the unitarian or self-preservative 
actions and powers of body, but there is a psychical element in 
man which dominates the material one, and one which clearly 
involved a new beginning or creation by bringing into existence 
something which was not previously present. 

The second chapter of Genesis may therefore be considered 
as the record of the appearance of this psychical man having 
an element in his constitution breathed into him by his Creator 
by which he became, not merely a living body, but a "living 
soul." If we are compelled by scientific arguments to admit 
the existence of beginnings or creations with regard to Matter, 
Energy, World Order, Life and self-conscious Intelligence, in 
each of which stages there was an upward leap not the result 
of agencies previously operative, then we may be prepared to go 
a step further and admit that the stage from Self-Consciousness 
to God-Consciousness was not automatic but an independent 
act of Creative Power. It is here that Biblical Revelation 
parts company with Evolutionary theory. 

The Bible says that psychical man was an independent 
creation capable of knowing right from wrong, capable of com
munion with his Creator, and subjected to a test of obedience 
in which he failed. The whole of the rest of the Biblical narrative 
is the record of the special Divine methods for undoing the result 
of this failure and of the high destiny of this restored psychical 
man. 

The Evolutionary theory regards moral evil as mere imper
fection which time may be trusted to remove. It repudiates 
any idea of a "fall," to use a theological term, and traces back 
the origin of present mankind and existing anthropoid apes to, 
a common :,imian ancestor of vast antiquity. 
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No valid reason, however, has been given why one branch of 
this simian family should practically have remained stationary 
in powers whilst the other has so astonishingly advanced, nor 
does that theory give us any convincing proof that future progress 
of humanity will be upwards rather than down. 

Experience has negatived decisively the former expectation, 
that intellectual progress by part of humanity is necessarily 
accompanied by increase in the general harmony and stability 
of social life, or progress in those qualities which make for moral 
and personal excellence in the individual. 

The theory of Evolution is powerless to explain the past 
or to inspire hope for the future of humanity. The only solid 
and secure progress that can come is from the teaching and 
truths laid down for us in the inspired writings which, in spite 
of all attacks upon them, remain to multitudes a revelation from 
the Creator of the Universe and the Father of human Spirits. 
In that revelation man is regarded, not as an improved monkey, 
but as a son of God, and taught to realize that when bodily 
death removes from him the links which connect him with the 
animal races, his true personality may yet have a more abiding 
tabernacle, "a building of God, an house not made with hands, 
eternal in the heavens." 

DISCUSSION. 

The CHAIRMAN : It is with peculiar pleasure that I move that the 
cordial thanks of the Institute be given to Dr. Fleming for the paper 
to which we have listened. Leaving on one side subsidiary issues, 
the Professor has conducted us along lines of observation and thought 
which, in my judgment, yield an argument that is unanswerable for 
the truth of Divine Revelation. 

During two generations now past, some of us have witnessed a 
remarkable shifting of emphasis in regard to the words Evolution 
and Revelation. J\Ien who sixty years ago accepted Divine Revela
tion as a supreme fact, and tolerated as a second fact the theory of 
Evolution in the more speculative acceptation of the word, have at 
length given place to men who assign a dominating place to 
evolutionary doctrine in its more questionable aspects, and show a 
disposition to accommodate an indifferent conception of Revelation 
to conditions that tend to explain the Universe apart from God, 
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and to place the Book of Genesis in a class with the mythology of 
ancient days. 

Now, at length, however, the pendulum is swinging back. It is 
being seen that Evolution as a theory has been invested with powers 
and faculties that belong to the Evolver. In the words of Professor 
Osborn, quoted on p. 22 of the paper: "The word 'creation' must 
certainly be linked with the word ' evolution ' to express in human 
language the age-long origin of species " ; and in the words of the 
distinguished lecturer to whom we have listened: "Evolution as 
well as individual growth requires Guidance " ; " its working has 
been controlled by a Directive Power " (p. 23). 

We have, I am sure, followed with profound satisfaction the facts 
and arguments by which Dr. Fleming has shown that the theory of 
Evolution does not "fill the bill." Indeed, when applied to the 
facts of history and life, it leaves many questions unsettled; and as 
has been shown, we are compelled by scientific arguments to admit 
the reality of beginnings, or creations. Here comes in the thought 
of Creative Power which lies at the base of the Biblical Revelation, 
and of any assumption corresponding with Biblical Revelation. 
Without such Revelation, or such assumption, we cannot reach a 
consistent understanding of the Universe, even in any degree; but 
with it we can follow on to learn the first lessons of a God-conscious 
existence. 

We shall, I am sure, agree in the vote which thanks Dr. Fleming 
for showing with such clearness that we are not in a world of chance : 
all around us there is manifestation of Thought and Will, which are 
attributes, not of things, but of Mind (p. 19) ; and as we ponder the 
problems of Nature, We are (as many have said) "thinking again 
the thoughts of God." Such a theory of Evolution as is defensible 
in science and philosophy depends on Guidance, and Guidance comes 
from" the Creator of the Universe and the Father of human spirits." 
This is the teaching of Divine Revelation, and, while the speculative 
theories of Evolution are still in the melting-pot, Divine Revelation 
is slowly reasserting its old position, and encouraging us to build 
on the implicates of Holy Scripture as they relate to life and 
godliness. We may no longer tolerate the tendency to invest a 
theory of development with powers and faculties that belong to Him 
who, as Creator, is behind all ]\fatter, all Energy, all World-order, 
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and all Life and Self-conscious Intelligence, as the lecturer has so 
plainly shown this afternoon. In these circumstances I call for a 
cordial vote of thanks. 

The resolution was carried with acclamation. 

Dr. W. WooDs SMYTH said: I welcome Professor Fleming's paper 
in great part. He tells us truly that matter and physical energy 
are neither infinite nor eternal, and, therefore, must be dependent 
upon a Being which is Infinite and Eternal-that is, God. He points 
out that Evolution alone cannot account for the cosmos, and adds a 
creative factor. You know the lines, 

"There's a divinity that shapes our ends, 
Rough-hew them how we will." 

Professor Fleming's creative factor is that divinity, and Evolution 
only "rough-hews them." He speaks of a " directivity," but we 
must be careful about attributing directivity to the Creator here, 
in view of the very many unfit, which Evolution destroys. The 
inadequacy of Evolution justifies the Victoria Institute in their 
hesitation hitherto to accept it. 

I have elsewhere shown that, apart from the Bible-ap1rt fom 
the Genesis story of Eden-Evolution, as regards man, is a failure, 
as held by thorough-going Evolutionists. The goal of Evolution is 
completed adjustment to environment-a goal demanded, according 
to Herbert Spencer, for endless life and perfect happiness. But the 
environment is infinite, and infinitely changing ; therefore the goal 
is impossible unless we believe the literal truth of the story of Eden 
-that man was there placed in correspondence with the Infinite 
God, by and through whom he was perfectly adjusted to his environ
ment, however great, however changing. The Critics and Modernists 
have very much belittled the Genesis story of Eden, yet I defy you 
to find, in the whole range of scientific and philosophic literature, 
anything to equal it for its majestic fidelity to the facts of Nature. 
They call it a myth. Making an individual, as Adam, the head of a 
new race, as it has occurred in Nature millions of times, is science 
and not myth ; isolating him in Paradise-as isolation is an 
important factor of evolution-is science and not myth. Giving 
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him a food-test-since, according to Darwin, Wallace and Spencer, 
a food-test was at the basis of all progressive development of life, 
by the struggle for existence, that is, for the means of existence, 
namely, food-here again we have science and not myth. Giving 
him life while, by the Word of God, he adjusted himself to that test, 
and death if he failed-these also were science and not myth. The 
very image of the Fall recorded in Genesis has occurred in Nature 
many millions of times, from failing to adjust. Therefore the story 
of Eden has the sanction of science out and out. 

In the struggle for existence the unfit died ; according to Spencer 
they were (he said) sacrificed for the good of the race, to take away 
the unfitnesses of the race-" sacrifice" is Spencer's word. Admitting 
for the present, as written in Ps. cxxxix, that man was " curiously 
wrought in the lowest parts of the earth," that is, in the lower 
geological strata (the Hebrew verbs used in this psalm are those 
used in Genesis of the formation of man), we are in the presence of 
a. creative-evolution ; therefore, as man climbed by sacrifice the 
great altar-stair that sloped through darkness up to God, he was 
created by a great ministry of the sacrifice of life. And, when he 
fell, no wonder that he is restored again by a great ministry of the 
Vicarious Sacrifice of Life. The creation of man, the Story of Eden, 
the Fall, the Sacrifice of Abel, the Moral Law, the Ceremonial Law 
for the remission of sins by sacrifice and shedding of blood : the 
coming into the human race of Christ, " the Lamb of God that taketh 
away the sin of the world "-think of it all ! Our Lord's accentuated 
utterance, "Verily, verily, I say unto you, except ye eat the flesh 
of the Son of Man and drink His Blood, ye have no life in you," repre
sents Him as going to Nature, "red in tooth and claw" ; His 
atoning sacrifice and death tells of "the Blood of the everlasting 
covenant"; and even in Heaven itself you have the same word: 
" Thou hast redeemed us to God by Thy Blood " : all these are found 
in the realm of Modern Science as well as in the Bible, rendering 
Criticism and Modernism bankrupt. 

Professor Fleming has not noticed that we regard the human 
line as not through the ape or monkey-as Darwin thought. "The 
Blood Reaction Test" shows the human line to have been apart, 
not only from the ape, but also from the lower animals. We have 
nothing to be ashamed of ; we are of the Blood Royal. 
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Mr. SIDNEY COLLETT said: While appreciating very much what 
was in the lecture, he was opposed to Evolution for two reasons
First, because it was pronounced to be unscientific by some of its 
former greatest Professors, such as Haeckel, who declared that 
"Most modern investigators of science have come to the conclusion 
that the doctrine of Evolution . . is an error, and cannot be 
maintained" ; while Professor Virchow, of Berlin, stated in his 
lecture on " The Freedom of Science " : " It is all nonsense. It 
cannot be proved by science that man descended from the ape, or 
from any other animal. Since the announcement of the theory, all 
real scientific knowledge has proceeded in the opposite direction ! " 
Second, because it is unscriptural. Many of those who hold and 
teach the doctrine of Evolution plainly declare that it does not, 
and cannot, agree with the teaching of the Bible. For example, Sir 
Oliver Lodge, lecturing on Evolution less than twelve months ago, 
said: "The story of the Fall in the third chapter of Genesis was a 
crude legend ! " While Canon Barnes, now Bishop of Birmingham, 
writing in The Times on the same subject, said: "In spite of the 
first, chapters of Genesis, the stories of the special creation of man by 
God . have become incredible!" Also Dr. J. D. Jones, in 
his Presidential address t,o the Congregational Union last year, said : 
" Science, in reconstructing the history of the human race, told the 
story of a long ascent. They might quite frankly accept the 
scientific view. For, he said, Evangelicalism did not, in the smallest 
degree, depend upon belief in the opening chapters of Genesis, as 
being the literal account of actual occurrences" (see The Times, 
May 13th, 1925). This, Mr. Collett felt, made it quite impossible 
for him to entertain the theory of the evolution of man. 

Mr. AVARY H. FORBES said: As t,o the Neanderthal, African and 
other " intermediate " skulls or skeletons that have been found, 
they seem to me to count for less than nothing as regards Evolution. 
Savages live very like wild beasts, and are often surrounded by 
them, and from the time of Romulus and Remus there have been 
many cases of wild children who, by accident, robbery, or otherwise, 
having got into the clutches of bears, baboons or wolves, were 
brought up to bark and bite and run on all fours. In the Morning 
Post for December 6th, 1926, there was an account of two such 
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children rescued from the den of a wolf in India ; and writing on 
this, the Professor of Zoology at Cambridge, said : " I fancy 
adoption is not uncommon in wild nature. It is quite 
possible that a wolf might feed and even steal a baby." It is 
perfectly natural, therefore, that Geology should furnish specimens 
of such monstrosities. But if the whole human race were evolved 
from ape-like ancestors, the crust of the earth should teem with 
countless millions of intermediate forms in every stage of develop
ment. 

But why will scientists look only on the physical side of this great 
question ? for the mental and moral side is equally-if not far more 
-important. Alfred Wallace was most emphatic that there has 
been no intellectual advance in the human race. Again, if men were 
evolved from protoplasm-" a speck of palpitating slime "-their 
minds would not look back to the past with pride or affection, but 
rather with loathing and contempt. But the contrary is the case. 
The human heart is everywhere held to the past with an unconquer
able attraction. Youth is no sooner gone than we lament its loss 
and wish it back. Our poets are never tired of hymning the 
praises of the past and sighing over a vanished Paradise and a lost 
ideal. Nor is this confined to Christian bards, for every poet from 
Hesiod to Tennyson who paints a Golden Age places it in remote 
antiquity. 

If this sentiment were not "a touch of Nature making the whole 
world kin," it could not have been commercialized as we see it is in 
the sale-rooms, where old coins, old furniture, old prints, books, china, 
silver and curios of all kinds, fetch fancy prices, not because they are 
useful, but because they are old. 

This remarkable feature of human nature is perfectly consistent 
with the story of the Fall in Eden ; but it is wholly contradictory to 
the theory of Evolution. 

Mr. PERCY 0. RuoFF said: Professor Fleming, in a reverent 
discussion of his subject, has presented an able, well-reasoned case 
for Evolution. There can be no doubt that a decided step forward 
has been taken beyond the position modern Evolutionists usually 
adopt, and a step approaching the Bible statement of Creation by 
the work of God the Creator. It would be a great advantage if the 
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argument for Revelation were presented in as closely reasoned a 
manner, so that the two views might be justly compared. 

There is an important paragraph on p. 14 of the lecture. Professor 
Fleming, commenting on the words of the book of Genesis, " In 
the beginning God created the heaven and the earth," says: "That 
assertion implies that if we could go far enough back in time we should 
arrive at events which were not the mere physical or natural conse
quences of a previously existing state, but that there was a dis
continuity due to operations by a self-conl',cious Power quite inde
pendent of the Universe of things." Does this mean that the forces 
of Evolution were operating prior to the events referred to in the 
opening verses of Genesis, and that at the time of the Creation 
,lescribed therein there was an intervention of God ? If so, exception 
will probably be taken by many to such a view. However, a con
sideration of the opening verses of Genesis : " In the beginning God 
created the heaven and the earth, and the earth was without form," 
does seem to point to the fact that the first chapter of Genesis 
describes, not the Creation, but the re-forming of the earth out of 
existing material which was present owing to a prior creation, 
apparently in a state of ruin. How the earth came to be without 
form we are not told. 

In a recent issue of the Manchester Guardian, a lecture by Professor 
.J. C. Drummond, of University College, London, was reported, 
dealing with the part played by Chemistry in elucidating the doctrine 
of Evolution. Professor Drummond is reported to have said : 
·· The bridging of the gap between the inorganic and the organic 
now presented no difficulties. But what of that other breach of 
continuity which seemed so much wider and more profound-the 
origin of Life. For my own part, I believe that as this apparently 
impassable gap is approached, the nearer we come to it the nearer 
we shall realize that it is an insignificant depression in the contour 
of the land, and that one simple experiment in bridging will enable 
us to pass from one side to the other. If you ask me to present you 
with any evidence to support my •view I can, I fear, give you little 
or none that will carry any weight, but I ask you to permit me to 
speculate, as you have allowed my brother biologist to do for so 
long, if I give you an assurance that my efforts will be no more wild 
than his have often been." 

D 
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Such a view a~ this does not carry weight with serious-minded 
men. The Bible presents the Creator as creating suddenly by His 
own Almighty Power. It is said of Christ that, " All things were 
made by Him, and without Him was not anything made that was 
made." It is by this revelation that I stand, in spite of any modern 
Evolutionist teaching to the contrary. 

Mr. THEODORE ROBERTS said: This paper contrasts very favour
ably with one read here lately by Professor McCready Price, who 
declared that the theory of Evolution could not be reconciled with 
the Genesis account of Creation. Professor Fleming, with better 
knowledge of the present attitude of Evolutionists, finds no such 
impasse between Scripture and the latest scientific account of 
Evolution. Dr. Fleming's main argument seems to be the old one 
from design, with regard to which Darwin wrote that he had never 
been able to make up his mind whether it was a valid one. The 
order which the lecturer describes in Nature differs somewhat from 
that produced by human mechanics, for man makes a row of pins 
exactly alike, whereas God makes every blade of grass different 
from another. 

I hope that this paper may serve to allay the fears of some of those 
" little faith " Bible loyalists who have been strenuously fighting 
against the evolutionary theory of the origin of species, as if a 
belief in the inspiration of the Book of Genesis depended on ability 
to prove Evolution false. I confess that my faith in God and in 
the inspiration of the Pentateuch has prevented my ever feeling any 
grour{d for anxiety if Evolution should prove true. What the 
Caliph is reported to have said about the books in the Alexandrian 
Library-that if they disagreed with the Qur'an they were false 
and must be destroyed, and, if they agreed with it, they were 
unnecessary, and should therefore equally be destroyed-describes 
my attitude to all scientific theories. If they disagree with Scripture, 
I believe they will ultimately be found wrong and disappear, as has 
already happened with Darwin's theory of Evolution by simple 
natural selection or the survival of the fittest. If, on the other hand, 
a scientific theory, such as we have been considering to-day, is con
sistent with a belief in Scripture, it is quite unnecessary as an aid to 
our faith, and need not therefore be considered in that connection. 
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But for the sake of the brother who is so weak in the faith as to 
fear lest his faith be overthrown by Evolution, I am grateful for this 
paper. It will also be of service to some who may have to contend 
earnestly, against uninstructed adversaries, for the faith once 
delivered to the saints, because it shows that, with regard to the 
!)resent-day theory of Evolution, there is no contradiction between 
Genesis and true science. 

}1r. W. HosTE said: I think we are ·greatly indebted to the 
Professor for his learned paper, which is truly admirable for the 
purpose for which it was written. He noticed with interest the 
quotation on p. 22 from Professor H. F. Osborn, of the U.S.A., at 
the British Association meetings at Oxford lately. It agrees very well 
with that" Prince of Scientists," Lord Kelvin, when speaking in the 
same circumstances in 1894, in answer to an appeal from the then 
Lord Salisbury: "I have always felt that the hypothesis of natural 
selection does not contain the true theory of Evolution, if Evolution 
there has been in biology" [my italics]. The amateur Evolutionist
especially the amateur religious one-knows no ifs, no doubts, no 
regrets, no misgivings. He is not afraid. It and the Biblical 
account are equally true! He knows by intuition it is so, and is 
quite positive l Such an one is also painfully unaware, when the 
true scientific world has made forced strategic movements in the 
rear, that such is the case. At Cardiff, about four years ago, a certain 
scientific clergyman, preaching before the British Association, is 
reported to have exclaimed in an ecstasy of opportunism, " 0 Darwin ! 
Thou hast conquered l " One cannot help wondering what the 
learned members of the Association had in their minds at that 
moment. It is not etiquette to interrupt a clergyman, but they 
must have thought, "He is speaking to the great Gallery." 

I should like to be allowed to add a few further words from the 
same address of Dr. Osborn which I noted at the time: "The 
outstanding speculations of Darwin's and Herbert Spencer's time, 
about the causation of the origin of species, have been pared down 
by laboratory analysis to a mere vestige of their former selves, and 
the overweening confidence of one School of Causation had been 
displaced by diffidence, doubt, and even agnosticism." In other 
words, Darwinism in the technical sense is as dead and buried as its 

D 2 
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distinguished inventor, who, if alive to-day, would certainly not be 
a Darwinist. Evolution is bereft of its explanation, and it is seriously 
doubted whether it will find another or even better proof than to-day. 

WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS. 

l\Ir. F. C. Woon wrote: I have been pleased to read the paper by 
Professor Fleming, partly because of its reasonable character, and 
partly because it shows that there are some at least who ought to 
be able to judge of these things who are not carried away by the 
theory of Evolution, although we are constantly told that no scientific 
or intelligent man doubts that theory. 

Sometime since I listened to an address on " Science and 
Religion " by one of the leading exponents of the theory of Evolution, 
and was surprised to find that he gave no solid basis about Evolution 
being a science, but theorized all along the line, and, when asked a 
simple question as to proof, was unable to give a satisfactory reply. 
As a matter of fact, he did not deal with science as such at all. 
When dealing with religion, the only statement he made was, that 
if Evolution should be proved to be true, then the question of sin 
in the world was, and must ever remain, an insoluble problem. 
His address left me more than ever convinced that the Bible account 
of the Creation of man was the true one. 

The Bible account is couched in very simple language. For 
myself, I think the account given in Gen. ii is a repetition of that 
given in Gen. i, but that, for special reasons, it goes more into detail. 
But the Bible, from God's point of view, is one book, and the Genesis 
account is corroborated in other parts. I would mention the word& 
of the Preacher : " Lo, this only have I found, God hath made 
man upright : but they have sought out many inventions." Also, 
" Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was : and the spirit 
shall return unto God who gave it." Our Lord alao stated, "Have 
ye not read, that He wh,ich made them at the beginning, made them 
male and female," and then quoted from Gen. ii to show that He 
referred to Adam and Eve. Again, our Lord referred to Satan as a 
murderer from the beginning, evidently referring to the scene in the 
Garden of Eden, because He spoke of him as a liar and the father of lies. 

St. Paul, whose doctrine came from Heaven-he being God's 
chosen Apostle to the Gentiles-wrote his long logical argument at 
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the end of Rom. v, all based on the first man Adam and his dis
obedience. I read a few years ago of a celebrated Cambridge 
Professor who, at an important gathering, practically stated that 
no intelligent person now believed in the accuracy of that statement 
by Paul. I would like to say that during a long career I have had 
to do with a very large number of Christian men who knew their 
Bible well, but I never knew one of them to doubt the Genesis 
account of man's creation. In the great resurrection chapter also, 
we read : " Since by man came death, by man came also the 
resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam' all die, even so in Christ 
shall all be made alive." In another Epistle, Paul wrote: "Adam 
was first formed, then Eve : and Adam was not deceived, but the 
woman, being deceived, was in the transgression." Then again, we 
have the two great genealogies, one in Chronicles and the other in 
Luke's Gospel, the latter to trace our Lord as Man, back to Adam. 

I refer to these Biblical passages so that we may see that, if 
Evolution is true, then everything stated above cannot be true, and 
in that case we must lose faith in the truthfulness of the New 
Testament as well as the Old. I know well that it is said by some 
that the Genesis account of the creation of man can be harmonized 
with the theory of Evolution. This I very much doubt, as my 
mind is not so constituted as to make two such opposing doctrines 
agree with one another. 

Major LEWIS M. DAVIES, R.A,, F.G.S., wrote: I have read Dr. 
Fleming's paper with great interest. The numerous facts to which 
he draws attention certainly seem to render impossible any purely 
naturalistic interpretation of Nature. The question, however, 
remains as to whether we can leave it at that, Personally, I hardly 
think that students of Scripture can do so ; for it seems to me that 
Scripture demands our belief in occasional divine interventions, both 
in the past and in the future history of our world, of a kind which 
cannot be satisfied even by linking the word "Creation" to "Evolu
tion," but imply creation in the most absolute sense of the word. 

The subject is too big to discuss in a few lines, but I may refer 
to what we are told about the creation of Eve in the past and the 
Return of our Lord in the future. Those who believe, as I do, that 
untold numbers of dead Christians will be raised in an instant, and 
the living be changed in an instant so as never to see death, will not 
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be inclined to explain away the description of the origin of our first 
mother. The miracle to come, if credible, renders abundantly 
credible the miracle in the past. 

What the Evolutionist, to my mind, has to prove, is not the 
succession of forms (to which the rocks bear ample witness), but the 
actual genetic continuity between those forms. Palfeontology is 
the only branch of science to which we can appeal for evidence 
upon this point, and Palooontology, in my experience, is incapable 
of demonstrating genetic continuity anywhere. The " lice " of 
Egypt, of whose creation we read in Exodus, may well have been 
identical with other " lice," with which they had no genetic con
nection whatever. If God has, as I believe, literally created forms 
in the past, no resemblances such as we see in Palreontology can 
witness against such creation. 

These remarks do not mean that I disagree with anything said by 
Dr. Fleming in his admirably restrained and careful statement of 
facts, which even the Evolutionist is compelled to allow. 

Colonel H. BIDDULPH, C.M.G., D.S.O., wrote : It is a matter 
of astonishment that any thoughtful mind can reject the over
whelming evidence of a Supreme Intelligence afforded by the 
Design and Order in Nature, to which the lecturer refers (cf. 
Rom. i, 20), and this position is the more unintelligible when such 
a person catalogues pieces of chipped flint as evidencing the existence 
of prehistoric man in any locality, and even includes in his collection 
many pieces in which design and order are not at all obvious, and 
which may well be the results of chance. 

Many Evolutionists, too, appear to consider that the element of 
Time is a sufficient reason to account for the living world of to-day 
and the enormous modifications they demand, whereas the real 
problem is : Why do any variations occur which are permanent ? 
Major L. M. Davies has pointed out very clearly, in a recent paper, 
the difficulties inherent in any attempt to connect succession with 
descent, while from the subjective point of view, the weakness of 
the Evolutionary Theory is its entire inability to account for " sin," 
which is the problem of all human affairs and every human life. 
The Bible alone gives an explanation and an answer meeting the 
need of man, as two thousand years of history demonstrate. 
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THE LECTURER'S REPLY. 

Dr. J. A. FLEJ\IING wrote: In making, by request, a short reply 
to the interesting debate upon my paper, I should like, in the first 
place, to offer my thanks to the Chairman, and those who took 
part in the discussion, for their kindly and appreciative remarks .. 
It is impossible to do more, in the limits of a short hour, than to 
outline, in the most imperfect manner, the arguments in such a 
large subject as that considered. It is not, therefore, surprising 
if some of my contentions may have. been apparently slightly 
misinterpreted. ~r. Percy 0. Ruoff has said that I have presented 
a well-reasoned case for Evolution. If that term is to rnver a 
,;If-acting impersonal agency, bringing about the development of 
the Universe, then my object was not to make out a case for it, 
but against it, and to show that there are discontinuities in Nature 
which cannot be bridged by any of the physical or natural agencies 
with which we are acquainted at present. Even if the term 
"Evolution " is restricted to denote the slow changes from the simple 
to the complex, then I hoped I had shown that, nevertheles~, all 
such processes require guidance, and that is evidence of the operation 
of the Mind and Will of a Supreme Intelligence behind and above 
events in Nature. 

It is here that we have the fundamental distinction between the 
two systems of thought and philosophy as regards origins. The 
Scientific Evolutionists, Higher Critics and RationaliRts deny that 
there is any evidence of such discontinuities or events out of line 
with present-day experience, or of the exceptional operations of 
a Personal Creator. To them, it seems, any record of such unique 
actions must be attributed to myth, legend or ignorance. It is 
curious to notice, nevertheless, how much the advocates of the 
widely-acccepted theory of Evolution take for granted in their 
arguments for it, and how much they omit to notice things which 
tell against it, especially in regard to the origin and development of 
the human race. One well-attested instance of special Divine 
Interference in human affairs would be sufficient to destroy the 
basis of the theory of spontaneous Evolution. 

Believers in the truth of the historical events which underlie 
Christianity consider that they have such evidence of a supremely 
miraculous and veritable event in the Resurrection of Jesus Christ 
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from the dead. Nothing, however, is gained by overstating a case, 
and it is an unquestionable fact that this evidence is not of such a 
character as to appeal to the intellect alone. But, as Pascal, the 
great French theologian and mathematician, says, "There is light 
enough for those who want to see." Perhaps it was deliberately 
intended that, in these matters, so personally important, the appeal 
should not be exclusively to the intellect in which men differ so 
much, as to the heart and conscience, and that underlying God
consciousness in which they are so much alike. 

It cannot be denied that the Biblical accounts of Creation present 
some difficulties, but these are not to be abolished by a sweeping 
and unjustifiable assumption that they are merely legends. The 
historical, miraculous, and didactic constituents of the Bible are 
so closely interwoven, that it is impossible to strip away one from 
the other and yet leave behind a valid residue. 

We are finding to-day, even in the region of pure physical science, 
facts which are apparently irreconcilable by present knowledge, 
but we hold the conviction that there is a unity in Nature, and that 
some explanation is possible which will equally include them all. 
No theory of origins in the Universe will, however, stand the test 
of searching analysis, and satisfy the human heart as well as intellect, 
or give hope and confidence to face the future, which excludes the 
idea of a Personal Creator. Those uniformities we call the Laws of 
Nature are, as Oersted says, the Thoughts of God, and those exceptions 
to them which we call miraculous are the modes in which He makes 
manifest His Power and Purposes to the intelligent part of His 
Creation, so that they may be drawn into loyal and reverent worship 
of Him who has "created all things and for whose pleasure they 
are and were created." 


